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5A~j:~~:P~~j~tS~~j~d~~t~i~~editor,
Ian Whates, is in the mood for celebratation and looking to the
future.

'Why are these exciting times? Well,
apart from anything erse, next year
sees the BSFA read) the distinguished
age of 50, which is pretty impressive
wnen you think about it.'

Okay, let's get one thing straight:
l'ma~'Vriter.

Iwanted to put that down on paper to
remind myself as much as anything else.
You see,over the past year or so I seem
to have stumbled into so many things
associated with writing that are not
actually writing that it's easy to forget at
times.

First there was the editing of
short stories, then the publishing of
anthologies, and now the editing of a
magazine. That last is easy enough to
explain; I mean, we're not talkingju5t any
magazine here, we're talking a British
Science Fiction Association magazine,
Matrix/and these are such exciting times
for the BSFA that how could anyone resist
the temptation to be involved?

Why are these exciting times? Well,
apart from anything else, next year sees
the B5FA reach the distinguished age of
SO, which is pretty impressive when you
think about it.

So 2008 is going to be a big year for the
BSFA. We're going to be looking back at
the past SO years but just as importantly,
looking forward to the next SO.

This 'looking forward' will involve some
significant changes. You may have
noticed that these have already begun.
For example, the website has been over
hauled and revamped. The site continues
to develop and is intended to become a
far more dynamic centre, an online home
for the BSFA and its activities.

Another change that has already
occurred involves this very magazine.

Having done such a magnificent job
with Matrix in recent years. the editorial
team ofTom Hunter and Claire Weaver
have stepped down to concentrate on
new ventures (sound of galloping hooves
as a trail of dust disappears towards the
horizon). This has left the responsibility
for building on Tom and Claire's
achievements to a brand new team: us.
So we might as well take this opportunity
to introduce ourselves.

I am Ian Whates, writer, editor
and publisher ofthe speculative
fiction anthologies Time Pieces and
disLOCATIONS via NewCon Press, which
I founded in 2006 (www.newconpress.
com). Assisting me will be the dynamic
duo of Del and Kim Lakin~5mith,whose
work will already have been seen by
anyone visiting the BSFA website. Del is
a technical whiz. whilst Kim is a designer
and author, whose debut novel. the richly
Gothic Tourniquet, was published earlier
this year (www.kimlakin-smith.com).

What other plans are afoot? For many
of them, I'm afraid it's too early to say
much, but I can reveal that there is going
to be an anthology of original short
stories to commemorate SO years of the
BSFA. Provisionally entitled Celebration,
the book will feature a line-up of authors
to die for, and is set for a launch at next
year's Eastercon. There will also be a
short story competition for new writers,
with a cash prize and professional
publication for the winning entry.

'From now on, Matrix
is going to be far
more reactive and
interactive than it has
ever been before:

But perhaps the most significant
development in many ways will again
be here, with this magazine. Hang on to
the copy you are now holding - it could
become a collectors' item! This,#186, will
be the very final Matrix to be published
as hard copy. Whilst our sister
publications, Vector and Focus, will
continue as print magazines, Matrix will
be moving to an online format as of 2008.

There are many reasons for this, but
principal amongst them is the increased
flexibility the new format will give us,
particularly with regard to news items
and developing situations and events
within the SF community. Due to the
speed with which the world moves
these days, it has not been unknown for
the odd news item to be overtaken by
events, to in effect be 'old news' by the
time it appears in print. From now on,
Matrix is going to be far more reactive
and interactive than it has ever been
before.

As your new editorial team, Kim, Del
and I are all excited by the possibilities
of the new format and can't wait for the
launch of Matrix Online. We trust that
you, the readers, will feel the same way,
and look forward to your company on
what promises to be one heck of an
adventure.

Here's to the next 50 years!

Ian Whates
Editor ofMatrix Magazine



Move Over Dr. - There's a
New(ish) Girl in Town!

T:~~es:;~~e:i::ce::;::r:~:~~~~~~~~:~~st
released, via BBC Audiobooks, three classic Dr. Who adventures - The
(urseofPelodon, TM Dinosaur Invasion and TheGionr Robot (the last read
by Tom Baker, no less) - but they have also brought The Advenrum: of
SorahJone to our screens.AIthough c1earty aimed at 11 younger audience,
this series features many of the same elements as Dr. Who itself (not to
mention a few of the same villains) and has proved l"ITIinently watchable
fol' all ages. primarily due to the performance of its ever-green star,
Elisabeth Staden.

Ms. Sladen first played Sarah Jane to the late Jon Pertwee's Dr. way
back in 1973.a fact that seems incredible when watching her today,as
the 2QO-odd peope who anended 11 recent signing~t at Borde~
in London would ul'lCkxJbtedly testify. The signing was to promote the
r~ase of two excluSive'Sarah Jane' audio books. read by 8isabeth ~setf.

The books, 1M G/irt~ngStorm and The Thirteenth Stone, are available
for oil modest £3.60 each from the usual outlets and also from the BBC
themseNes at www.bbcaudiozone.com.

Science Fiction at Fantasycon?
r;a~:~c:;;:~~~~t:~:~~~:nC;:~::~~;~~~:~~:~hiS
the fact that the dreaded 'Science Fiction' had reared its ugly head in
the British Fantasy Awards shortlists. Ian McDonald's Hugo-winning
The OJ/nn's Wife and sarah Singleton's The Disoppeared (from the
NewCon Press anthology Time PiKes), both featured on the six-strong
list for best short fiction,

Pete also used the event to launch several new titles via his (not so)
small press publishing house, PS Publishing. These seem to mark
a conscious return to the novella format which PS was originally
founded on, as witness Eric Brown's Storship Summer - a handsome
volume which features a wonderfully retro cover by the intriguingly
named Tomislav TIkulin.

Nick Gevers, Pete's collaborator at PS, describes Starship Summer
as:«A grand old-fashioned space opera, the slory of ill-assorted and often
melancholy exiles on a colony planet discovering a lost allen spaceship, the secrets of which
will revolutionise the lives of humankind." He then adds:AlI Eric Brown's trademarks are
here:the far-future interstellar expansion, with its sad abandonment of obsolete space-faring
technologies, stark romanticism, and quests that may shatter lives and worlds.~

Sounds good enough to read!

Looking Forward in Anger
It used to be that anger was most frequently

associated WIth the young - 'Angry Young
Men: rebelling against the system and the
strictures of their parents - but these days
things seem to have changed. Often as not,

it is those at the opposite end of the age
spectrum who feel disgruntled. as Wltnt"SS
the recent glut of'Grumpy Okt Something
or-other'TV programs.

Further evidence of this role reversal was
provided recently at Wat@f'Sf.Dnes in Gower
Street, london, where celebraled author
Brian Akhss (OBE) was mterviewed by John
Oute. Brian, who has perhaps strayed
beyond lhe first flush of youth, was there
to read from his latest f'IOV'el, Harm. The
book's release mam more than fifty years
in the industry for one of amain's most
enduringly successful gfflre auth0r5. During

conversation with John, Brian spoke of the
motivation behind Horm, which proved 10 be
primarily anger. Anger at what our SOCiety,
our world is turning into. From lhe extracts
chosen, Harm promises 10 be a rewarding.
if at times disturbIng. read. Brian further
Ireated those packed into the intimate
room to various anecdotes, revealing why
he will never be ""bert Heinlem's greatest
fan and sharing with us the secrel of how
Agatha Christie produced those surprise
endings with sIKh remarkable comistency. as
explained to him by the lady herself.

Htum,by/JrJonAldiu,.ispubl5IWm rhttUK by
'Duckwcwtlfond is tNIIiIot* to buynow:



Sorry, we mean Novacon: Stross
and Weston.

The Ofganisers of this year's
Novacon were clearly determined to
get their money's worth from Guest
of Honour Charles Stress. subjecting
him to both an interview and a
spe«h In addition to several panel
items.. Thankfully, in Chollies they
had a GotH who is rarety at a loss
for words. Authors Geoff Ryman,
Ian Watson.Eric Brown and Andy
Remic., not to mention such Matrix
regulars as James Bacon and Andy
Sawyer,also contributed to what
proved a varied and entertaini"9
program. Even so, it struggled to
compete with the annual contest of
'Can We Drink the Bar Dry of Black
Sheep'? On this occasion, attendees
undeniably won, with the flow of
ale dribbling to a halt shortly after
midnight on Saturday.

The event's more formal
competition, the Nova Awards.
proved a memorable occasion
for Peter Weston. His winning

'best fanzlne'with the excellent
retrospective Prolapse was perhaps
predictable, even to the man himself,
but his bei"9 awarded a second,
special Nova for outstandi"9
contribution to random dearly was
not. This announcement produced
t~ loudest cheer of the weekend.
Other Now winnl"r! included Alison
SCott for best fan artist and Mark
Plummer for best fan writer. The
latter means that Marti and Claire
are goi"9 to have to find even
more space on their award-laden
mantelpiece!

In an age when...",.,.
~,

determined to
leap through
convoluted
semantkhoops
in an effort to
convince us
that their work
has nothing
whatsoever to
do with science
fiction,it's
refreshing to
find someone
bucking the
trend.

Nobody could
accuse Spanish rock band Space Weirdo of
hidi"9 their SF credentials under a bushel.
Their latest album is Automata - described
as 'the life and times of James Mk II, the
world's first and only Class J programmable
by-experience domestic robot: Tracks
include Ad Astra, First Contact,. Planck's
Constance, and Tik Tok.. which even pInches
(with permission) some lyrics from the
famous John Sladek nowol of the same

"'me.
With the support of such SF heavyweights

as Dave langfOfd of Ansible fame, how can
they fail? Well, presumably if nobody listens
to their musk they might.
Further information and sound samples

can be found at their website:www.
spaceweirdo.com.

2oo:p~~::;~:~~et;:;r:~~~et~:~~~~:~~~:r:~~~;~~~~ne. 'Britain's premier
science fiction magazine; marking the occasion .....ith the release of '209. Said issue
featured a bumper crop of stories from many of the authors who have helped to
establish the magazine's reputation over the years. alongside a couple from some newer
arrivals..

TIA Press look over the helm of Interzone from David Pringle in 2005. That same
year saw the final issue of The Third Altematiw, formerly TIA's flagship publication and.
indeed, the source of the business' very name. But in September, the long wail was
over, and after more than two years of painstaking development, The Third Alternative's
successor, Black Static, emerged like a buuerfly from its chrysalis ... although, looking at
the sui king cover image, thaI is perhaps the wrong insect to refer to here.

Andy Cox explains that the change of name is designed to emphasise a deliberate shift
towards the dark side - an elemenl always present in TTA -leaving potential readers
in no doubt as to what to expect. He adds, "The magazine has much more of 'concept'
running through it than TTA did,conveyed mostly by David Gentry's artwork. In '1
the whole 'black static'thing is reflected, but each issue will be different. In fact,the
art throughout each issue kind of tells a story of its own. It also means we can have a
bit of fun, break the rules, hence the total lack of a
masthead on the first issue:

As if two signifICant events aren't enough for one
year, or perhaps to reflect their name, TTA Press
managed a third in 2007 with the unveiling of their
review tItle, The Fix, in its new online format. Under
the expert stewardship offast-emerging writer,
Eugle Foster, The Fix provides in~depth reviews of
short fiction from the full spe<trum of magazines,
webzines, anthologies, and single-author collections.
It also offers feature articles, exclusive interviews, and
regular columns on writing. audiobooks, podcasts,
and short film. Phew! When does Eugle find the time
to actually write anything?

And The Third Alternative
5...



'Anybody who thinks that history doesn't
matter/ or indeed that alternate histories
are futile speculations, need only glance
at the history of relations between
Christianity and Islam:

I;a~::~~:o;;i:~~~~il~~n~Jku~: ~~~)~=:
taken the chance to explore Moorish Spain,
a place and time that has fascinated me
since a visit to Spain in my early twenties, It
seems remarkable now, but from the seventh
century a Muslim culture flowered in western
Europe; at its height al-Andalus was the
most advanced civilisation anywhere west of
Constantinople.

But in January 1492 Ferdinand and Isabella,
still remembered in Spain as'the Catholic
monarchs; completed their defeat of the
kingdom of Granada, the last vestige of the
Islamic empire. And as the ke~ to the city
were handed over to the Christian conquerors,
Christopher Columbus was on hand to
witness it. Columbus had followed the royal
court to seek patronage for his spectacular
voyage to come later in the year. It was an
extraordinary moment: both the nascent
birth of a new era of exploration, and a pivotal
event in the relationship between Islam
and Christianity, a relationship that remains
fraught to this day.

And it is a relationship full of what-ifs.
The great expansion of Islam began within a

generation of the death of Muhammad. Arab
armies took Syria, Palestine, Iraq, Iran, Egypt,
swept through the old Roman provinces
of North Africa, and stormed across the
Pillars of Hercules and through the Christian
Gothic kingdom of Spain. United by faith,
tribal cohesion, good leadership and tactical
f1exibility,they achieved a conquest matched
in extent only by Alexander's. and whose
achievements were more long-lasting; today
all these domains remain Muslim, save only

Spain and Portugat.
But, in the greatest what-if of the whole

Islamic era, they might have gone even
further.

In 732 AD the Muslim armies crossed the
Pyrenees to attack Septimania, a Gothic
domain within Gaul. Soon, under an able
general called abd ai-Rahman, all the cities
of the Mediterranean coast of Gaul were in
Muslim hands. Fifteen thousand men drove
forward, thrusting deep into the belly of Gaul.
The Muslims saw this as a first footstep in the
"Great Land~ as they called it, western Europe.
Perhaps they could go further - perhaps they
could advance all the way to Constantinople.

AI-Rahman got to within two hundred miles
of Paris, to a place called Poi tiers. And there, on
the Roman road north of the town, ai-Rahman
faced the army of the Frankish king, Charles,
who became known as 'the Hammer; Charles
Martel, to posterity. The two forces were well
matched that October day, but it was Charles's
men who held their ground, and abd al
Rahman was killed.

It was a crucial day in all our histories. The
Moors had come a thousand miles north
from the strait to Africa. Now at last they
had been turned back. Less than a century
later Charles' grandson Charlemagne was
mounting expeditions the other way across
the Pyrenees

Bede in far-off Janow knew the significance
of the event. After all it need not have been
so; the battle of Poitiers, obviously a dose-
run thing, could have gone either way. What
if it had been Chartes who had fallen? The
Franks, demoralised by defeat and convulsed
by a succession dispute, could have offered
the Moors little further resistance. The
Moorish expansion across Gaul and then
Germany might have been like the story
of their conquest of Spain - if anything
more dramatic. As for England, the Baghdad
caliphate had long been a great naval power
in the Mediterranean; the Channel would have
offered the Moors no resistance. In his Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-1 788),
Edward Gibbon opined that following an Arab
victory at Poitiers, 'Perhaps the interpretation
of the Koran would now be taught in the
schools of Orlord, and her pulpits might

demonstrate to a circumcised people
the sanctity and truth of the revelation of
Mahomet;

Poitiers was a hinge point in L Sprague
de Camp's early and very influential alt-hist
classic 'The Wheels of If' (Unknown, 1940).The
Moors win at Poitiers, and a century eartier the
Northumbrian King Oswiu adheres to Celtic
Christianity rather than accept the authority
of the Pope in Rome, as in our history. As a
result the Latin south is weakened, and by the
twentieth century Europe is dominated by an
English·Scandinavlan empire in the north, a
surviving Byzantium in the east, and a Moorish
empire that includes southern France, 'If: an
alternate history spun out of the Synod of
Whitby, is an example of the sheer intellectual
quality of the American pulp magazines at
their best. (A recent essay covering Poitiers is
by Barry SStrauss in What If? (putnam's, 1999).)

Poitiers was lost and a Moorish Europe was
not to be. But in their heyday the Moors in
Spain built a civilisation without compare in
the western world. The Arabs had inherited all
the intellectual riches of Persia, and of Greece
and Rome, Europe's own antiquity, most of it
lost in the west. But Christians and Muslims
managed to get along in those remote
centuries no better than they do today.

There seems no reason why two religions
which share such deep common roots should
have come into conflict ar atl.ln Islam Jesus
is regarded, jf not as the Son of God, as a
great prophet, His life a revelation of peace
and compassion. It is said that in the iE!venth
century, when Mecca fell to Islam, Muhammad
ordered the destruction of all idols and icons
~ but he spared one, a fresco painted on the
Kabah,the old shrine at the centre of the city.
It was a portrait of Mary and the infant Jesus
which the Prophet saved by covering it with
his cloak. So there was a basis, perhaps, on
which Islam and its two great monotheistic
predecessors, Christianity and Judaism, could
have coexisted peacefully, But it wasn't to be,

Christians were always officially tolerated in
al-Andalus, as they were 'People of the Book;
like the Jews, But as early as the ninth century
the so-called Martyrs of Cordoba, flfty or so,
deliberately challenged the authorities and



insulted Islam. In tile end they won what they
had wanted: martyrdom. Such self-sacrificing
idealists were trained by rogue clerics and tile
eXlTeme preoKhing of hate, and the isolated
Christians' only weapon was their own lives.
AsymmetrK warfare waged through suicide
sounds familiar?

After 14g21ntolerance towards the remnanl
Muslim population in Chnstian Spain
gradually grew, unlil they were banished
altogether from Spain by 1614 But jflhe
people had gone, the heritage of their
vanished nation had shaped the future. It was
thfOugh al-Andalus that Aristotle's thinking
and Arabic mathematics reached the west
and catalysed the intellectual revolution that
would one day lead to Newton; it was through
al-Andalus that devices such as the aSlrotabe
made possible western voyagE'S of diSCOvery.
It was an Islamic state that provided westem
Europe With a I:xidge to ItS own past. and
reshaped it for good

Anybody who Ihlnks that history doesn't
malter, or indeed that allernate histories are
futtle speculations, need only glance at the
history of relations between Christianity and
Islam. President Bush, in a speech about the
modern west's invasions of Islamic countrtes,
managed to use the word 'crusade: And
though Granada fell to the Catholic monarchs
over five hundred years ago, Ayman al
Zawahiri, number two in al-Qaida, recently
pledged thai every piece ofWaqf - that
is, terntOf)' claimed under the first Islamic
expansion - will be retaken 'from Spain to Iraq'
Those d US who would pre.fer peace may I\ave
a few more cenlunes to walt yet.

When Ivisited Spam in 2006 to research my
book, I found controversy and tension over
the past today, for instance over proposals to
bUild a mosque in Granada - the flr51 for five
hundred years. But under all the ideological
division a deeper intf'9ratlon lingers; after a
cohabitation of eight centuries it must be so,
and the Moorish If'9acy is embedded in the
very language. The only Spanish word thai
most people know - 011'1 - is derived from
'Allah'

Stephen Baxter's latest
novel, Navigator, is on
sale now

'...at its height al-Andalus was the most
advanced civilisation anywhere west of

Constantinople:



IGentlemen ofManners I
James Bacon enjoys an insightful evening in the company of three of Science Fiction's most charming men.

London Lip was an evening to celebrate the
paperback release of the proven and well

received London: Ciry ofDisoPPMranus. This
anthology with over fifty contributors brings
together an eclectic and enigmatic selection
of literary genius' all edited quite beautifully
by novelist and psycho-geographist lain
Sinclair. Mr. Sinclair had Michael Moorcoc.k
and Alan Moore along, both contributors to
the anthology, for a full evening of discussion
and entertainment.

The event was attended by over 250 people
and was held in the austere surroundings
ofThe Bishopsgate Institute's Great Hall- a

'Mr Moore revealed that he is

currently working on a novel set

in Northampton, a city which he

feels shares many of London's

characteristics, although

perhaps not it's more famed

links to insanity:

wonderful venue. The wine flowed freely,
ensuring that everyone was relaxed and
complimenting the anticipation in the air.
After welcoming everyone. lain Sinclair
talked about the cultural memory loss, nOI to
mention physical losses, that have occurred
in the City of london. To set the tone for the
evening. the audience were then treated
to a captivating performance by Kirsten
Norrie. Her haunting.angelic vocals were
supplemented by a small amount of tech
to create a wonderful looping effect that
reverberated to the rafters.This was followed
by a memorable reading from poet Brian
Cat!ing.capturing very poignantly the futile
nature of certain types of urban life.
The much-anticipated discussion then
followed, with lain Sinclair going in turn from
Michael Moorcock to Alan More. initially
asking each to explain their interpretation
of the many ways in which they perceived
london to have altered. As a relative
newcomer to this wonderful city, I found it
interesting to discover that both yearned
to a degree for london's past and were
disappointed with certain changes that had
occurred. It was fascinating to hear Mr.Moore



'I came away from this pleasurable evening

feeling greatly enriched, grateful that the format

was so diverse and so very different from the

talking-head panels normally encountered at

literary and science fictional events.'

l!xpress his views on the current class system,
particularly with regard 10 a fine area that he
has stayed in repeatedly over a number of
decitd~. During that period. he has observed
an inu~restin9 development, In that the new
working class is now lower middle, although
they don', perhaps wish to admit or recognise
thetaet.

The discussion then moved on to the role
that writers have to play in recording and
Influencing change and it was agreed that
this was where the magic of being a writer
!rvly lies: in the ability to make an impact
upon an individual.This culminated in an
interesting aside from Michael Moorcock
regarding the Movie Vfor Vendetra, which
Alan Moore has neither~n nor indeed
wishes to have any association with.
Moorcock explau"Ied that when he saw
the film, the effect It had on the'red neck
Texans' in the cinema was obvious. Even in
this diluled form, the rhy'lhm of voice was
apParenl and effective, leaVing its mark"
whICh he felt was entirely fittIng at that
momenl in time and in that pari of the world.
Mr Moore revealed that he is currently
working on a novel selin Norlhampton, a
city which he feels shares many of london's
characteristics, although perhaps not it's
more famed links to insanity. He has been
working on the book,Jerusalem, over the past
eighteen months.

One of the intriguing things about London:
CityofD;sappearam:es relates 10 the identity
of the authors.The reader does not discover
who actually wrote a given piece untit the
end of the book. In some ways. the evening
mirrored the structure of the anthology, in
that lain Sinclair's questions allowed both
authors 10 wind around and drift in a variety

of directiOns,. taking their enrapt audience
with them on lhese short, mesmerising
journeys. There was much laughter and all
concerned were in very good spirits.
All three of the main participants then gave
readings, with Messrs Moore and Moorcock
choosing something from the book - so
nice to hear the intonation of voice and the
natural narrative emphasis that only a !ive
reading can provide.

Following a final enchanting performance
from Kirsten Norris, the authors then made
themselves available to sign books, which
were also on hand to purchase.The three
all seemed in good spirits. welcoming Ihe
reasonable queue and treating everyone
pleasantly and politely. Alan Moore in
particular proved happy to sign any comic.
to engage in conversation and to accept a
fanzine. Whilst he refused to be drawn on V

for Vt'ndt'rta, he did admit to beIng pleased
WIth how his new book is progressil"lQ.
and I look forward to its release WIth great
anticipation.

Michael Moorcock was also extremely warm
and pleasant, even chaltlng happily about his
recent contributions to Peter Weston's fanzine
Prolapse, which came up in conversation as he
happily signed works of various genres.
I came away from this pleasurable evening
feeling greatly enriched, grateful that the
format was so diverse and so very different
from the talking-head panels normally
encountered alliterary and science fictional
events. I felt I had received much more
of an insight into both Alan Moore and
Michael Moorcock than a more conventional
discussion could ever have elicited.

Needless to say, I bought lhe book.

'LONDON:
CITY OF DISAPPEARANCES'



-SDLARIS-
Somethlng New 10 publlshing? Or 1S that Just Ple in the sky?

GM: Absolutely.

IW: Then there's Adam Robem'Splinrer, which
is traditional in a very different way.

IW: Yes, that's noticeable when looking at a
couple ofyour recent releases. The caver to
Helix, for example, mighl be modern if! its
execulion bur is very traditional in ils theme
the sort of thing you could imagine Chris Foss
producing a cover for In days gone by,

to provide for those traditional readers who
like their SF with space ships on the front.

IW: To date you've published a mix of
eSlab/ished authors and also new and
unknown ones, Is that 0 deliberate policy?

GM: Yes, It'S based on a first edition Jules
Verne cover, because the book Itself is
based on a Jules Verne novel. That's a great
example of a book where we've taken a
different approach to the promotion. It's all
a maner of how we can best !;frve a given
book and the readers of that book.

GM:Yes it is. Of course we want our big
names - Juliet McKenna has just signed to
our list for a new fantasy trilogy - but also
people like Gail Martin,James Maxey. and
Jeffrey Thomas, who's done quite a bit in the
small press but whom a 101 of genre readers
won't have heard of. We're keen to promote
talent wherever we can find it and to put
new blood into the market. Though It'~ true

also in the US, was polarising. On the one
hand were very big imprints, themselves
part of even bigger publishing corporations;
doing a great job but with limited room on
their lists. So only authors with huge sales
survived and everyone else was looking
for a new home. On the other hand there
were the specialist press, people like Pele
Crowther, also doing a fantastic job but
lacking the wider distribution networks.
Everything in between had been squeezed
out.

We therefore felt there was a gap in the
market that we were ~uipped to make the
most of - we've got excellent distribution
and sales channels - so we decided to go for
it. Games Workshop were happy to back us.

IW: l1's Inrerestlng to hear you talk ofa gap
in the marker, because you seem to have
launched at a time when there's a great
deal ofdespondency surrounding the whole
publishing industry, with falling book sales etc.
In many ways, the arrival of Solaris seems to be
go against that trend.

GM: Yes, I suppose that's true. It's not easy
to sell books, we know that, but what we've
learned working with Games Workshop
is that there are niche markets out there.
Games Workshop is budt on a niche market,
after all.

We saw that there are science fiction and
fantasy fans who want genre books, and
there are also great authors who aren't
finding an outlet. So It was a case of'let's put
these fans and these authors together:

We make no apologies; we are our own
target demographic. publishing books that
we want to read. We're also publishing
books that we know will sell, of course,
because this is a commercial enterprise, but
we're the guys who want to read Eric Brown
etc. Thankfully, there ate plenty of other
people out there who want to read Eric as
well. Helix has done very well for us and
it's the sort of back-to-basics book we love,
with a space ship on the front. That's not to
say every book Solaris publishes will have
a rocket on the cover, we're very aware that
there's great vanety in science fiction and
a great variety of ways to market it, but we
feel at the moment that it's a good strategy

HELIX

Launched in February 2007, Salaris Books are the new science fiction, fantasy and dark fantasy imprint from

Black Library, the publishing wing of Games Workshop. Ian Whates met Consultant Editor George Mann,

one of the'Big Four' behind Solaris, at a coffee house in Grantham, close to where he lives. Ian was keen to

discover what makes Solaris different.

IW: Games Workshop ore obviously highly
successful in their own sphere. What inspired
them to look beyond the Warhammer and
Worhommer 40,000 universe and launch
S%ris, so moving into the wider environs of
science ficrion and fantasy in general?

GM:Well, that comes down to a number of
conversations between myself and Marc
Gascoigne of Bl Publishing. We're both huge
science fiction and fantasy fans - that was
our starting point. Marc has been with Black
library since the beginning. publishing tie-in
fiction with Games Workshop for the past
ten years. I came on-board about three and
a half years ago to help develop the sales of
that range and to help the business become
more book trade-focused. Through the Black
Flame imprint, we took our expertise at tie
in fiction to other brands and even movie
tie-ins - Judge Dredd, Strontium Dog, Freddie
Kruger, Blade, Snakes on a Plane, that kind
of thing. After that, we started looking for
other avenues.

As readers of SF and fantasy who were
involved in the market. both Marc and I felt
that the industry, particularly in the UK but



I We make no apologies; we are our
own target demographic, publishing
books tflat we want to read.'

that a book from a new author requires a
two stage battle. First you ha ....e to sell it to
the book stores, who, especially in America,
lend to be guided by sales figures for the
writer's previous book,. then you have to sell
ittothereaders.

IW: S%ris only launched in February 2007.
You seem to have a presence at virtually
every convention going and to hove been
very successful in raising your profile in such a
comparatively short time.

GM: Yes, it has taken us a linle by surprise.
how well things have gone. We were always
of the belief that there was room for us in
the market, and that's been borne out by
how quickly things have taken off.

As for the conventions. we feel that the
best way to succeed at anything is to be a
part of it. We don't want to be on the fringes
looking in, we want to be in there talking to
the readers, talking to the authors, to other
editors and artIsts. There are a number
of reasons for this. With our authors, for
eltample, we want to develop a relationship.
We're not in this to publish one book and
then never see that author again;we're here
to help a given author build their career. It's
(Xlr firm belief that by doing that, we can
grow together, which might sound a little
old-fashioned, but that's genUinely how we
W()(k.. If we're a part of the community, that
can only benefit the business, our editors
and our authors.

IW: By the end of this year, Solaris will havt
released a total of fifteen books during 2007,
Is that the sort ofoutput you're intending to

maintain?

GM: About that, yes; certainly in terms of
new titles. That's really to enable us to
concentrate on a given book and on the
author. We believe that by investing that
tIme, we can help make both a success. Our
aim is to release one or at the very most two
new titles per month,

IW: One ofyour first titles was the Soloris
Book of New SF. I get the impression that the
anthologies are very much your department.
almost a separate cell within tM company.

GM: Absolutely. I handle the anthologies;
we're working on a fourth at the moment,
the third New SF, with the second due out
neKt year. The way we work in general is
that we sit down as a team of four - myself,
Marc Gascoigne, Christian Dunn and Mark
Newton - we talk through a new proposal
that's come in, We all look at it, we all read
it and once we're in agreement, we acquire
it. WhIle we all know each and every one
of our authors, one of us will then become
the main contact point for a given writer. I'll
consult with the sales and marketing guys
about the best way to promote the new
book. while Christian or Mark will edit it. So
they deal with the editing of the novels, and
I handle the anthologies.

IW: What do Solaris have lined up for us next
year?

GM: Quite a lot, actually. The fantasy trilogy
from Juliet McKenna, a novel from Paul
Kearney, a new Keith Brooke novel, there's
a new trilogy to launch from Eric Brown,
Chris Roberson's Celestial Empire series is
launching properly - he's done a lot of short
stories in that world that have been picked
up for 'Year's Best' anthologies etc, but this
wilt be the first novel in the sequence... a
Lou Anders anthology, Best New Fantasy, Be
New SF 1I.•• loads of really good stuff!

IW: And how is the established publishing
industry reacting to your arrwal!

GM:That's a good question. I don't realty
know... It's still early days and I think they're
watching with interest. Because we've
identified our own niche in the market,
we haven't come storming in trying to
take anyone else's place - that's not our
approach. We think there's room for all at us,
and so far we have very good relations with
the other publishers. I hope that continues.

IW: YOU're in on unusual situation for a
new venture, in as much as you have a big
corporation behindyou, making it difficult for
one of the majors to step in and bUy you up if

you do prove to be a great success.

GM: Yes, for us, that's really nice. It's almost
as if we're an independent with some clout.
We're not struggling trying to make our way,
but at the same time we do have to provide
a good return for our shareholders, so we act
responsibly. When we sit down to consider
a new book. Marc will often say to us, "If we
turn this one down are you going to take out
a loan and publish it with your own money?"
If the answer's 'yes~ we don't turn It down.
It's a system that appears to be working
pretty well for us SO far.

Salads Books have kindly agreed to
make their recent anthology, Infinity
Plus, available at a specially reduced
price for BSFA members, See page
27 for full details of this exclusive
offer.



IN APPRECIATION OF
SCIENCE FICTION GOLD

Lon S.Cohen interviews Lou Anders

lou Anders is a pirate in the sense that
not only does he look like one, but he
displays his buccaneering ways by looting
the English speaking world's best science
frction and fantasy authors for his booty at
Pyr, the imprint that he currently helms as
editorial director. Fortunately, pirate Lou
Anders is a formidable and likeable hero,
champion of expert writing, great cover art
and highly crafted anthologies.

In our interview, Lou Anders was
accommodating and loquacious. When
Lou talks, people should listen, because
he has a lot of good stuff to say about
the industry from books to movies to
television to art, he's got it all covered.

lC: What is your earliest memory of this genre
be it a movie, book, game, etc. and can you tell
me when you realized that you were a lifer?

LA: I'd say that my involvement with SF
involves a three-stage connection/initiation

First, one of my earliest memories period
is standing in front of the big,black & white
television at my grandfather's house and
my mother saying,"Yes, that's a man walking
on the moon:That's pretty dose to the first
thing I remember.

Then, when I was an adolescent, I was
captivated by Sid & Marty Krofft's original
Land of the Lost. I was raised fundamentalist
Christian in the Deep South, so the presence
of missing link Philip Paley as Cha-Ka the ape
boy did NOT go over well with my parents. As
a result,Landafthe Lost was something I had
to sneak glimpses of, and you know what they
say about forbidden fruit. It wasn't until years
later that I discovered how many SF writers
had been associated with it.

Finally,when I was 120r 13 my father
pushed a copy of Edgar Rice Burrough's A
Princess ofMars into my hands and said,"Here,
you need to read this."

And I did, followed by the rest of the Mars
series, the Venusian series, the Pel/uddar
series, the Tarzan series, and everything
else by Burroughs that was in print. That led
to Michael Moorcock and Fritz Leiber, and
from there to the Science Fiction Writers of
America Hall of Fame series, and from there
well, you know the rest.

Le: What was the book that sucked you into the
potential and possibilities of this genre in terms
ofliterature?

LA: That's a difficult question. I largely
stopped reading SF&F in high school, and in
college, I read things like John Irving orTim
Robbins when I read for pleasure at aiL In the
90s, I was very involved professionally with
SF television (SrarTrek, Babylon 5)-1 was the
liaison between Los Angeles and London for
several Titan Publishing magazines-and
so my return to SF was to its media aspect.
This in turn lead to involvement with a
dot com online publishing start up,which
reintroduced literary SF to my life

So around the time Star Trek was beginning
its slow degeneration and Babylon 5 was
ending, these shows being replaced by
Hercules & Xena and the various god-awful
offerings of the SciFi Channel, I was reading
Neal Stephenson's The Diamond Age and
Michael Swanwick'sThe Iron Dragon's
Daughter and Michael Moorcock's Dancers or
the End afTime and Geoff Ryman's The Child
Gorden and William Gibson's Idoru and Mike
Resnick's Kirinyaga and Philip K Dick's Valis
and becoming increasingly disgusted and
infuriated with the dichotomy between filmic
and literary SF&F. So there was no one book.

LC: 50 who are your editorial influences?

LA: Michael Moofcock. We can almost start
and end there. I think that what he did as
editot of New Worlds had the greatest, most
significant impact on our field since the
golden age. I didn't realize the extent of
his influence as a child, but reading A Boy
and His Dog and Aye, and Gamarroah and
all those other New Wave writings in the
SFWA anthologies permanently shaped
my perception of speculative fiction. It
wasn't until around 2000, when I read Colin
Greenland's brilliant history of the New Wave,
The Entrapy Exhibition, along with his (highly
recommended) book-length interview with
Moorcock, Death is Na Obstacle, that I learned
and understood how much ofan impact my
favorite childhood writer had wielded as an
editor,and! remain in awe.

' ...SF doesn't need to attempt
100% world domination.
We're not a religion, simply
an extremely relevant branch
of literature with a lot to say
about 21 st Century life.'

LC: In the interview with Chino Mieville for
The Believer magazine he mentioned an
"embarrlement menrality"in genre literature.
With the success of the SF&F genre in movies
(see multi-BILLION dollar success of the LOTR
trilogy) and genre bending authors like both
Vonnegut, Clarke and others, (that MievUle
mentioned) don't you think this conversation is
moot?

LA: Yes, it is moot, but it wasn't at the time
of that interview. We are right now living
through a very rapid swing of the pendulum
of mainstream perception. I would date its
inception from the moment Stephen King
was chosen as recipient of the National
Book Foundation's Medal for Distinguished
Contribution to American Letters-which
seems far less absurd now than it did to many
in the mainstream at the time (remember the
outcry?)-but that was the crack in the damn
that is just bursting now.

You mention Lord of the Rings, but equally
important to its box office (because when
do critics care for box office?) is the moment
when Return of the King took all eleven
Oscar awards for which it was nominated.
When Michael Chaban wrote The Amazing
Adventures afKavalier & Clay he was still
clothing his generic elements via a narrative
within-a-narrative, but in the wake of his
Pulitzer, he has moved further and further
into unabashedly genre territory, first with
a YA fantasy, then with a Sherlock Holmes
narrative, then with an alternate history and
now, with Gentlemen of the Rood, an outright
sword & sorcery adventure, dedicated to
Michael Moorcock no less, and follOWing its
New York Times serialization with a novel
from an outright genre publisher (Del Rey).
Throw in Susanna Clarke's nove! being
chosen as the #1 book of the year by Time
magazine, Entertainment Weekly and TV Guide
both proclaiming BattlestarGalactica as the
number one drama series on TV,and the
profusion of quality science fiction series and
films being celebrated in the mainstream,and
yes, it begins to look like we have overcome.
Not to mention Bradbury's recent Pulitzer.

LC: How much of this "embattlemenr mentality"
is self-perception and self.conciousness in our
!ieldandhowmuchis true?



LA: There are still stigmas attached, I tned to
hand a guy at my (martial arts) dojo one of
our Pyr catalogs and he recoiled like Iwas
handing him a Four Spiritual Laws tract. But
again - SF doesn't need to attempt 100%
world domination.We're not a religion, simply
an extremely relevant branch of literature
with a lot to say about 21st Century life.

LC:Also, In your O&A with Mieville you spoke
about goIems. What do you think the goIeml
cyborg character says about humon rwturel
soclefy/erc,;n the works- you haV'f! ComeOCfOSS?

LA: Science fiction is the literature of
emanqement.lt is a literature of subversion,
It is a literature of the open mind.That's what
the alien is - it's literaliZIng the abrlity to see
from other eyes than the ones you _re born
with. And the cyborg - _II, that's the stage
at which you're halfway there, one part your
old self, and one part something other, That
can be a ternfylng position to occupy· ask
anyone who ever kicked off the religion of
their parents, But it's also the place where
enhghtenmentoccurs.

LC: Your love ofthe genre motivates you bur
what is Ir that Pyr does differently than other
imprints ro make it stand out as a premier
Speculative Flcrion Imprinr?

LA: I'm not sure how 1should answer this.
There's plenty of fine w(l(k being done
elsewhere,and I am very big on the notion
that our competition is not with each other,
but with all the various aspects of modern
life that lure readers away to other pursuits.
respoflSibihties and activities' work, games.
movies. internet, etc. Every good science
0Ct1Of"l (l( fantasy book published enhances
the field. It has the potential to create a new
reader - someone who will go on to being a
dedicated reader for life· but It also sustains
those of us who already are, We publish
a WIde broad category of SF&f,and while
I've met readers who are enthusiastically
reading everything we publish, irs possible
there are readers out there who are only
reading a percentage and selecting by author,
subgenre, or style,

So, for Instance, if you read and enjoyed
Adam Roberts'Gradisil and/or Ian McDonald's
Brasyl and are looking for more of same
Richard Morgan's Black Man (Thirteen in the
US) can feed your need for smart, literate

SF while lan's off in Turkey researching his
next book. Unless we're talking about the
readerships for Baen's military SF or Daw's
fantasy, very few houses have dedicated
audiences who buy everything they
output. Readers tend to follow authors and
subgenres.1 know I never looked at a logo on
a spine until I was in the business myself.

LC: /will try not to pin you down toomuch but
what are the most important things you look
for in acquiring a new authOf to Pyr! (Whether
fitab/ished or nevf!r been published beforeJ

LA: I want a book that is so good I have
to put it down to come up f(l( air. Iwant a
manuscript that I can't walt to get back to
when my admlnistrati~duties call me away.
I want something that is so compelling, Of

mind-blowing, or clever, (l( funny, (l( poignant
that I have to call my buddies and tell them,
or dash off an email, or Just take a break" stand
up and walk around the room and breath.

With someone like Joe Abercrombie, or
David Louis Edelman, or Justina Robson, or
Kay Kenyon,or Ian McDonald, you really know
from the first sentence that they've got what
it takes, If there is a through line, It's nota
subgenre or a world view or writing style, bur,
I hope, a consistent level of quality across the
breadth of all that science fiClion and fantasy
can be.

Ian McDonald, Adam Roberts, Justina
Robson and Martin Sketchley are all UK
writers that Pyr has published. Besides their
superior storytelling skills. is there something
'different' about the UK write-r?

Besides their supen(l( storytelling skills?
Okay_When I was a chIld, my father used to
drill into me that the Bntlsh had a superior
command of language. He'd take out Kipling's
poem 'The Gods of the Copybook Headings'
and read it to me over and over· his favoflle
poem because of the prose. He didn't have a
clue what a copybook was and "suspected
that the poem was uncomfortably close to
endorSing Hindu concepts of reincarnation,
but he loved it for its language.

To this day, he'll stilt pull something out
of the London Times or the London Financial
Times to show me how much better the
average UK journalist is.The result of all this
is that I have an inherent bias to UK authors.
I have a similar one for UK musicians and
another for UK comedy.

I'm a big admirer of the music of Robyn

Hitchcock, which manages that very
British way of being both hysterical and
heartbreakingly painful in the same breath.
It's very similar to the way that DoerOf' Who
can be absurd one minute and leave you in
tears the next - which Is something that Star
Trek could never pull off - not in the same
episode anyway.

I'm generalizlOg horrendously in everything
I say above, you know?

LC: Whar can you divulge as common threads
among your chokfi for 5torles in your
anthologies (if there are any)!

LA: The relevance, importance, and urgency
of science fictlon.Sclence fiction is first
and foremost entertainment and must be
entertainment if It Is to function effectively.
ButitwiHneverbejustentertalnmenl.lt
has been, since its inception, a fundamental
contributing factor both in how we view
our increasingly technological worldand
in actually dictating the shaping of that
technological world, and as the branch of
literature devoted to examining humankind's
relationship with technology, it is coming
into its own as the most important literature
of the 21st century. I will never willingly
denigrate the held of science fiction and
nothing gets my back up more than when
people withIn our field unde~lI,devalue (l(
deny this literature's importance.

htlp:l/www.py1"sf.com
http://www.prometheusbooks.com



Iwould be surprised to discover that there
was anyone reading this article that hadn't

heard of Neil Galman by now. For those of
us who maintain that a great work of art Isn't
complete without a senes of bubbles protruding
from somebody's head. Galman is the much·adored
creator of The Sandman. a comic that helped to
redefine a generation's approach to sequential art.
Others may know him as the writer of American
Gods and Anonsi Boys.

Until now, his unique imagination has been given
relatively few opportunities to display itself via the
medium of film and television. Each time it has. the
results have been mixed, with moments of hand
trembling wonder let down by obvious difficulties
in translating Galman's style to the screen.These
problems have often been blamed on funding and
other such practical issues. Stardust is the first big
budget Gaiman film, so if there is anything wrong

with it, a lack of sufficient cash can not be held to
blame.

Stardust is the story of Tristan, a young man who
lives in a country village named Wall. The setting is
apparently the early nineteenth century and Wall

is a fairly average sort of place for the time. It has a
pub, a local shop and, oh yes, a hole in a wall that

leads to a hidden fairy kingdom.
Tristan is infatuated with a local girl named

Victoria. Unfortunately, Victoria is already planning
to accept an offer of marriage from Humphrey.ln
desperation,Tristan makes a deal with his beloved;
he will retrieve a fallen star from beyond the wall
for her if she will agree to marry him upon his
return. She accepts his foolhardy proposition and
Tristan begins his journey into the strange and
dangerous country that borders his unremarkable
homeland. It isn't long before he discovers the
object of his quest.The only complication is that
the star is not a lifeless lump of rock but is in fact a
tall, angry blonde,who is in no mood to be taken
anywhere, having recently fallen roughly from the
heavens.

Any film with such a magical premise would
need some enchanting and spectacular visuals if it
hoped to live up to audience expectations. Luckily,
Stardust has a whole fairy treasure·chest full of
them. From the quintessential Englishness of Wall
to the wild and rolling lands of the world it adjoins,

the film is full of vivid scenes pulled straight from
the pages of a storybook. Flying ships sail through
raging thunderstorms and buildings spring up from
pools of writhing emerald energy as pallid ghosts
watch on, with the marks of their deaths still visible
upon their deformed countenances. Even so, the



dlrKtor, Matthew Vaughn, never allows
the viewer to become overwhelmed
by the majesty of the fantast'c. Stardust
proYldes a stark lesson to those
fi mmakers who believe that computer
generated ImpossibilIties are a substitute
for story

To be fair, Stardust does benefit from
a truly stellar cast of actors who seem
to be genuinely enjoying themselve...
MIChelle Pfeiffer obviously rehshes her

rote as Lamia, the malevolent w tch who
seeks to carve out the star s heart In
ex:change for youth and elltended life.
We'll forgive her the shghtly troubling
English accent she adopts for a short
period halfway through the film in the
hope that she never does it again Charlie
Cox, who plays our hero Tristan, bnngs
the right blend of naivety and likeabi!lty
to the part However, It IS Claire Oanes as
the starVvafoe who provides the light
In Stardust's crowded firmament, With
enough charm and natural beauty to
truly convince one that she may Indeed
be not of this world. If you don't fall in
love With Yvame by the closing cred ts I d
have to doubt your humanity

Despite these great advantages. the
film IS not perfect. Stardusr was adapted
from a graphic novel written by Gaiman
and illustrated by Charles Vess. Along
its Journey to the big screen it has lost
a I tde of the begUIling strangeness
that gave the original its edge Certain
narratIve Il"lements have been tonee!
<jown to make them lTIOre palatable for
a family film such as the notably tamer
ie:X scene between Tnstan s parents.The
ending is far less sorrowful and therefor,:,
less poignant as well

nevltably some elements have al ..,
been added, but for once not all otthe~\-·

Ire delr mental The screenwriters ha'lt'
_ntraduced thll" conceit thatYva ne shlf'les
when happy. a filmic deVICe that Is used
to great effeCl on several occasions

So. _5 Stardust the definitIve Galman
mo...ie1 On balance I d ha...e to say no It
S. however I hIghly enjoyable adventure

and one that has managed to avoid
haVing Its heart sliced out by Hollywood!o
own cruel bl3des.



'...they don't have much fuel, Alice
is being pursued by Umbrella who

need her blood for a cure, of sorts ...
Oh, and then there are the zombies.'

Re,id~IEv;I:Exlinction

Resid@ntEvil:NemesisIUSl
Oi.ec:to,:RusseIlM~Ic~hy

W,illenby:P.uIW.S"ndenon

not especially bloody or sad and mournful.
just computer generated baddies without the
computer generation.

Despite its limitations, I find the Resident
Evil series suits my palate a lillIe better than
Ultrovioler, but it's all much of a muchness,
and I sincerely hope Jovovich finds the
forthcoming Azazel a much better vehicle for
her acting talent

She remembers when she tried that way
before, and dodges the traps she knows are
there, only to be killed and thrown onto a
dump filled with other dead Alice clones
She has failed some kind of test, but why the
scientists don't value the increased memory
and power of each clone is not made clear.
What is shown is that Alice is the game player,
losing lives, starting the level again, getting a
lillie further each time. Butthis self-referential
intertextuality reveals nothing clever, except
perhaps the shallowness of the franchise.

The lack of realism would trouble a small
child: why does Claire's convoy, lacking fuel,
decide to fill the flame-throwers? But never

mind that when you have Jovovich's eerie
beauty... except the aesthetic is somewhat
hampered by switching from shots of Alice
looking windblown and haggard to smooth
and perfectly made-up within the same
scenes.

It's a shame, because Jovovich can act,
though she makes more of fearful and
vulnerable than she does tough and vengeful.
In the blown-out landscape of the Nevada
desert, larter's Claire seems synonymous
with her character, Jessica in Heroes. Ashanti is
more or less lost in her minor role as [Nurse)
Betty, and the zombies... well, they were
quite unzombie-like,as it goes;limbs intact,

Donna Scott finds herself all creeped out by
Resident Evil: Mark 3

!\Me's
I~a~~~t;O=i:~r:~~~:~~,~~:~::~:~yve
understood, the precedent having been set
with George Romero's 'shopping zombies'in
Dawn of the Dead, with its neatly thrown-in
social commentary. Plus. bad lighting and
poor acting can actually be a bonus ...But
what happens when you make a zombie film
with money?

Resident Evil: Extinction, being the third film
in the Sony Pictures franchise, certainly has
a moneyed ancestry. and extrapolates the
story of the popular Capcom 'shoot-'em-up'
game.At the start of E)(rinction, we are given
a swift recap on the story so far, which hasn't
really moved on much from the first films:
The Umbrella Corporation have been unable
10 contain an outbreak of the 20rnbifying
T-Virus from Raccoon City. Only a handful
of humans survive, and the world is turning
more and more into desert. Alice (Milia
Jovovich) is determined to drift alone, having
encountered a few insane and unfriendly
types on the way. But her mysterious 'powers'
are increasing, and a telekinetic accident
leaves her without transport and compels
her to join up with a convoy led by tough-girl,
Claire Redfield (Ali Larter). Alice persuades
the group to travel to Alaska, where there
may be no virus, bUlthis is problematic: they
don't have much fuel. Alice is being pursued
by Umbrella who need her blood for a cure, of
sorts... Oh, and then there are the zombies.

It would be fair to say that Resident Evil:
Extinction draws less from the traditional
zombie film than it does from the world of
gaming.The monsters, be they zombie men
(all dressed in uniform grey boiler suits), crows

or dogs, all arrange themselves neatly into
'levels; and the'level 7 baddie' is just that, a
super monster on level 7 of the Raccoon City
building.

Perhaps the most striking game-like effect
is at the beginning, when a newly conscious
'Alice'tries to escape the hospital.





Martin McGrath gets spooked by
30 Days ofNight, The Seeker:The
Dark is Rising, and BlackSheep

LEAVE A LIGHT ON

~.·l~~·iJ.

- _.

A s night WIs the tlMn~

I"\ftnds ...._fllfd>e
DUbide world. ConwnuniaIdDns shut
down.Roadsatedo5edolf.~of ..
are destro~. And then things stwt
get killed. First dogs are slaugtared,thIn
people, and the toWn ftnds ItwIf undtrstlgt
Under attack. the people of Barrow, led by
their sheriff Eben (Hartnett), must band
together to survive until dawn.

The only problem is that Barrow Is '"
Alaska, north of the Arctic Circle, and the
next dawn is thirty days away. Most of the
population have Red south until the sun rises
again and the remainder are a hardy bunch
of isolationists and survivalists.as one mtght
expect in this unforgiving environment.
But the people of Barrow are not facing any

!
~~~~~"§hj...~_~,~amongst Oif'ectofDl¥id Slade,whose previOO5~_theexcellentHafdCandy.doesan

nceIIntjob of making the town of Barrow
aharrowing place - the pale washed-out
streeb are ht In an eerie sweep, the snow
whips across scr~n.The action is effectively
staged and. unhke many modern movies,
It isn't over-edited. making it possible to
actually follow what Is happening on screen.

It is very easy to do vampire/action movies
badly - anyone unfortunate enough to have
sat through Ultraviolet Of Underworld will
know the truth of that - but while 30 Days of
NIght IS certainly no classic, it is well enough
put together and sufficiently exciting to
make the movie a worthwhile and diverting
rwohours.



assistance of a female eco-warrior (with a
tendency 10 spout nl!W age nonsense at thc
drop of a crystal) and a Maori shepherd.

King's film plays it all much more for
laughs than scares, but there's something
both inherently threatening and funny
about a screen full of implacable ovine faces
played straight and presented as a threat.

' ...a monstrous
race of flesh-eating
sheep who can turn

humans into were
sheep with a

single nip.'

ril#W
r:tIlfl8
[fJlJIl{ffi){)

B~e~:~::'J:~a~~~nfi~~~~New

surprisingly likeable horror+comedy.King
might only have himself to blame for a
script lhat varies wildly In lone (he wrote
as Wi!1I as directed the film) but he copes
admirably with a relativety low budget and
frequently wooden acting perfOfTnance5
to deliver a film that's going to find a warm
place in the hearts of more than a few
hOfrorfans.
There's nothing in Black Sheep that one
might call original but iI's all approached
with an admirable energy. Black Sheep
has more than one nod to the likes of Evil
0Nd and Peter Jackson's early work, but
this is plainer fare-despite some beautiful
scenery and some
dever Wela Worot'lop
effects-One brother's
reckless genelle
engineering creates
a monstrous race of
flesh-eating sheep
who can turn humans
into were-sheep with a
single nip.The other
brother, who
happens 10 have a
pathological fear
of sheep, must SlOp
the sheep going on
a rampagp with the

'Soon the town of
Barrow is reduced
to a corpse strewn
wreck, with only
a handful of
survivors huddling
in hiding places and
desperately fighting
for survival.'
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Th£ 50(1)0 Of vro}fJ)c£
Few movie

sQundtracks are
enmeshed with the
visual schema and
emotional pitch
shifts of its source
material like 1994's
cinematic goth-fest,
The Crow. A nocturne
in the truest sense of the
word, the soundtrack is
less ear-filler than a social
commentary on love, loss
and revenge ever after.
Black as a congealed
river slit from the wrist
of Poe, Wilde, or Curtis,
the fourteen.track·strong
album is fillh-gilded in
early grunge and industrial
rock stylings, with the odd
wistful ballad smeared
in-between. Of any album
spawned by a graphic
novel, The Crow is by far
the mosl visceral, and not
because of the violence of
its lyrics, but because il is
a terrifyingly frank tribute
10 the inherent pain of the
human col"l(htion.

Why this should be so
15 rooled In the real Siory
that lies behind the movie.
An overwhelming sense
of tragedy permeates bolh
movie and album, and this
can be traced back to the
original graphic novel, and
writer and artist, James
O'Barr.

In 1981, O'Barrstarted
work on The Crow while he
was stationed in Berlin. He
explains,

"I joined the marines after
someone very dose to
me was killed by a drunk
driver. I lust wanted to
stop thinking about it and
have some structure in
my life. But I was still
filled with such rage and
frustration that I had to get

it out before it destroyed
me. One day I just began
draWIng The Crow; it came
pounng out:

That 'someone' was the
one. Racked with gnef,
O'Barr achieved an early
discharge and returned
to the states with the full
intention of killing the drunk
behind the wheel. His
personal quest for revenge
was thwarted, the driver
having already passed
away. Instead, O'Barr
channelled his homicidal
rage into his art. It is no
accident that the comic's
inferred setting is O'Barr's
hometown of DetrOIt, or
that the murders of anti
hero, Eric Draven, and hiS
true love occur when they
are out for a romantic drive
The Crow was a product
of anguish then, even
ahead of its infamously
beleaguered movie sel.

The series of misfortunes
whICh occurred during
the filming of The Crow
have led many to believe
O'Barr's story a victim of
its own macabrism. A car
accident, a screwdriver
embedded in a hand, a
stuntman falling through
a wIndow and breaking
several ribs, a hUrriCane,
and a fire were among
the darker acts of god to
befall those on set. But
the paramount tragedy
was the death of the
movie's star, Brandon Lee,
shot by a fellow actor on
set under still-debated
circumstances. With lee
due to be married three
weeks later, the story of
Eric and his lost love was
all too acute for O'Barr; he
spiralled into depression
and drug addiction, only

to emerge years laler,
relieved for the most
part of the guilt· and the
majority of the financial
assets· that came from
his creation.

Given these bleak
circumstances, the choice
of soundtrack was always
going to be intrinsic to
the movie's authenticity
O'Barr even admitted, "I
was much more Insptred
by the music of the time
than the comICS of the
lime." The first graphic
novel in the series was
dedicaled to the lead
singer of Joy Division, Ian
Curtis, who hanged himself
al age 23 and on the night
before the band's first US
tour, seemll'lgly because
of his worsening epilepsy
This fusion of art and music
was evident in the use
of Joy Division songs as
chapter titles, and quotes
from rock poet Jim Carroll
and lyrics by Robert Smith
of The Cure. Even Eric's
appearance was based
on Peter Murphy from the
group Bauhaus, his body
movements on punksler
Iggy Pop.

The resultant album
was seminal; it revelled
in O'Barr's mUSIcal
inspirations, layering
these WIth arosts not only
relevant at the lime but
whose work reflected
the film's core themes of
alienation, heartache and
decay. From the haunting
cries of The Cure's opening
track, 'Bum', through 10 the
metal bombast of Pantera,
Trent Reznor's rusted,
tyrannical meshwork of
'Dead Souls', hit track, 'Big
Empty' from Stone Temple
Pilots, and the closing
fragility of Jane Silberry's
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'It Gan't Rain All The TIme', The Crow:
the soundtrack encapsulated a moment
of cinemalJc history, when Goth became
gut-wrenchingly glorious and the whole
world wept.
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The Invasion
DO NOTTRUST HOLLYWOOD

TO SHOW EMOTION

DO FALL ASLEEP

Martin McGrath on 'The Invasion'

""T1lere are aliens amongst US.They
I hide, but if you know what to look

for. you can spot them.They dress like
us, but in nkef, bener tailoted suits.They
move like us, but more sJowIy and they
have a tendency to dusler together and
persecute those who act differently.They
look like US, but they don't sweat, and if
you look closely, something seems to be
missing behind their eyes. They even talk
like us, but if you listen carefully you'll
detect the subtle clues that prove that
they are emotionless, soulless drones.
Yes. Hollywood executives move amongst
us and they are murdering perfectly good
stones near you.

There's no good reason why a new
version of Invasion oftne Body Snatchers
shouldn't be made today. After all, the first
movie (1956) is, famously, the product
of McCanhyism and post-war America's
first descent into paranoid self-loathing.
The second (1978) has its roots in that
post-Watergate-post-Vietnam eta where
a de<:ade of drug-fuelled excess woke up
and found Reagan's new conservatives
and the moral majority waiting at the
gates, tooled up and ready to ruck.

Two films born in what seemed like
paranoid times. no doubt, but from the
perspective of the early twenty-first
century, they seem like the last carefree
days of summer.
M<(arthy might have wanted to pry into

the secret thoughts and allegiances of
every American but he was, in the end,
just one junior senator trying to make a
big name for himself (albeit with some
powerful allies). And the hippies might
have looked into the eye-s of the moral
majority and screamed in terror at the
idea of such rightwing conformity, but
they never foresaw the rise and rise of
the Christian right to the extent that
its dollars now buy it control of a majOr
American political party

The Patriot Act, Homeland Security, the
War on Terror, Intelligent Design, religious
fundamentalism, the surveillance state,
the death of trust: if ever there was an era
ready for a hard-hitting. intelligent version
of Invasion of the Body Snatchets,this is it.

Which makes It aU the more bewildering
that this remake (Invasion), by Oliver
Hlrschbiegel (director of the stunning
Downfall) from a script by first-time writer
Dave Kajganich is so utterly toothless.

How this happened we, the audience, will
never know. Hirschbiegel and Kajgankh
might remain on the credits, but the
studio so haled their version of the film
(finished in 2006) that they hired lhe
Wachowski brothers (Mauix) to rewrite
the script and James McTefgue (Vfof
Vendetra) to reshool extensively.

There are clearly elemenls of this
film that hint thaI someone involved
recognised the potential for intelligent
political commentary.The alien virus (the
original pods are gone) that is turning
people into suit-wearing. sweat-free
zombies begins its spread through the
infrastructure of"Homeland Se<urity
and the film has some smart images
throughout of the "police state" being
mobilised as the aliens exercise control.
But, whether because studio executives
interfered or because the film-makers
lacked any kind of conviction, these
potentially interesting aspects are
allowed to fade into the background In
favour of a mother's (Kidman) search for
her son (Bond) who, it Just so happens,
might possess the key to stopping the
virus.lnvQsion then be<omes a long and
increasingly strained series of chase
sequences with nothing 10 say and little
to recommend it.

What would be hilarious If it wasn't
so stuptd rs that. fifty years after Allied
Artists exe<:utives faced WIth Don Siegel's
classic original, embarrassed themselves
by tacking on a "happy ending."Warner
Brothers have done exactly the same to
thisversion.Yankee ingenuity and the
steadfastness of the American military are
not to be outdone here by some sneaky
invaders working rn cells - whether
they're terrorists or an alien virus.
IOdman, it must be said. is utterly awful.
She is surrounded by a cast of de<:ent
actors (Craig. Northam,Wright) who
are given precious little to do except
stand around and watch while Kidman
gets to "emote" - the ·star" simply rides
roughshod over the rest of the film-
and it's made worse by the fact that Ms.
Kidman seems totally unaware of her
painful limitations asan aetress.

InvasIOn stinks. It's an rnsult to the
movie-going public and to the memOfy of
two much better movies.

'If ever there was an
era ready for a hard

hitting, intelligent version
of Invasion of the Body

Snatchers, this is it.'



1979~;i~)i~~dtt:; ~::tt~: :.~:;'
science fiction masterpiece and proof
positive that not only is space entirely
tedious, it's also full of nasty, bitey
horrors just waiting to smear you all
over the spaceship the minute you
shove your curious monkey-face into
its darkest corners and start poking
around. Clearly the moral here is stay
on Earth, or if you absolutely have to
know what's on the other side of the
Universe, at least send a machine so no
lurking terror will try and French-kiss
you to death.

Then again, perhaps that's not such
a good idea either, as the crew of the
Starship Enterprise discovered on their
first big screen adventure. While later
franchise outings messed around with
time-travel, killing Spock, bring Spock
back and then finally realising it was
Kirk they should have offed all along,
Star Trek: The Motion Picture plays its SF
cards remarkable straight and delivers
on the high..concept front with a story
of the Voyager probe returning to Earth
imbued with almost God-like powers
and some serious parental issues. So
really the moral here is just sit back and
enjoy planet we happen to live on and
make the most of it, right?

Well no, not if you live in the world of
Mad Max anyway. The oil's running out
(pay attention Bush administration, this
Is 1979 and we already figured this out)
and there's killer road gangs on the
loose burning up what little we have
left. This is a world with no morality at
all, and a frighteningly plausible road
map to our own potential future. Roll
on the eighties.
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1978:~~:t~~~:r~of~~~::~er
space would be receiving very mixed
messages from the year's two main sci
fi offerings. Paranoia is very much in
fashion for the remake of Invasion of the
Body Snatchers. Updating the B-Movie
concept to a superior science fiction
thriller with one ofthose classically
downbeat endings you just can't sneak
past marketing committees these days.
Meanwhile Mr All Cape· No Trousers
Superman touched down on Earth and
set about saving the world from all its
niggling troubles; and alf without so
much as ruffling his cute Kryptonian
cowlick. Here's a simple guide for
those unable to tell their friendly aliens
apart from their invading brethren. The
nice ones tend to dress overtly In big,
brash primary colours, whereas the evil
ones are harder to spot because they
dress up exactly like us. You have been
warned.

1977~su~~::~;l~e~:lr_i~f:~~ed
commentators to be the year that
science fiction broke, and the finger
of blame is pointed squarely at one
George lucas. Is Star Wars actually
science fiction at all, they cry, or just
some fantasy in space? Ok, so it may
have nicked some of our toys, but it's
not really proper SF is it? Can't be, its
too popular for a start.

Well, actually, of course it's science
fiction, and anyone who says otherwise
is getting bogged down
in a genre taxonomy
of pointlessly
pretentious
proportions.

Meanwhile lots of
people (including
those who don't even
consider themselves
sci-fi fans) were also
enjoying
Close



be topped by Kurt Vonnegut's own
delight, who claimed to "drool and
cackle every time I watch that film."
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1971 ;:s~t~:~:~~n~~;~~ 1138.
sci·fi offering from a certain George
Lucas, as well the release of yet
another of Kubrick's finest hours in
the form of A Clockwork Orange. Other
notable offerings Included space virus
technothriller The Andromeda Strain as
well as Steven Spielberg's made for
TV monster truck (emphasis on the
monster) marathon, Duel.

197O~:~:li~:~:~nw::~Ia::~
complete without the mention of at least
one Dinosaur Vs. Caveman classic.
We've picked this one partially because
it actually had some decent special
effects (ft's nominated for an Oscar
don't you know) but mostly because
a certain J.G. Ballard claims a story
credit, and thus the science fictional
circle Is complete.

1972::~~~St;;~:~~ec:I~~~e
with slowburn Solaris squaring off
against ecological fable Silent Running
for prime position, but it was perhaps
the time-hopplngly happy adaptation
of Slaughterhouse Five that proved the
biggest hit with science fiction fans
who were so delighted this adaptation
didn't screw up a good book that they
awarded the film a Hugo award. Even
this level oHannish devotion couldn't

1973:~~nce
fiction writer Harry
HalTlson joins
Richard Matheson
In the ranks of
authors who've been
Hestoned. This time
main man Chuck
stars In an adaptation
of Make Room! Make
Room! A stili timely
science fictional tale
that is either cautioning
us about the perils of
overpopulation or qUite

possibly predicting the latest marketing
ploy of the modem fast food Industry.
Either way 2022 looks like being a
pretty bleak year for mankind, so we'd
recommend stocking up on canned
goods now before suddenly Jamie
Oliver starts telling us just how pucker
SainsbUry's finest soylent really is.

1974~so~:~~:~:r ~~s:Ult hit
Dark Star. A low-budget offering from
genre master John Carpenter and a
comedy forerunner of Alien thanks to
the involvement of scriptwriter Dan
O'Bannon, who retrofitted many of the
comedy set-pleces from this film Into
the claustrophobic hOlTor of the latter.

Phase IV was an Interesting take on
the 'When Ants Attack' genre, and
speculated an Intriguingly naturalistic
approach to the development of
superior hive minds that threaten to
replace mankind as the planet's biggest
thinkers. As yet another precursor
to Alien, the film is also notable for

starring Helen Horton,
who would later
provide the voice
of spaceship
computer Mother.

Elsewhere David Cronenberg was
carving out his own special cinematic

niche with the delightfully
disturbing Shivers while The

RocJ<y Horror Picture Show
would prove to be an

equally, though differently,
disturbing hit thanks to Its
continued Influence on a

certain kind of student.

Encounters of the Third Kind a whole lot
and for those who like to crossbreed
their genres we'd also recommend
Dawn of the Dead as a satirical slice of
sci-fi as much as it Is obviously a
fantastic zombie hOlTor.

not technically science fiction, no
round up of best movies ever would
be complete without a mention of
JAWS. To summarise the case for the
defence, not only is this film important
as the jumping off point for sf cinema
champion Steven Spielberg, not only
Is this film vital in shaping the face
of modern blockbuster (a vital force
for bringing new fans into the wider
sf world) but this film also features a
giant animal terrorising a town, which
Is surely still an appropriately sfnal
theme even if the balTels of radioactive
waste or strange cosmic rays that
Isually mutate our wildlife to gigantic

proportions are hidden entirely
off screen. For further proof that
sometimes giant monsters are best

off without a genre rationale check
out The Land That Time Forgot (or don't)
also 1975.

1976;::r~~:t
finally bowed to
the Inevitable and
cast starman David
Bowie as an estranged
allen seduced by life on
Earth rather than Mars.
Meanwhile Logan's Run was
perhaps the last of the big dumb but
fun sf concept movies that stili thought
we'd all be wearing jumpsuits in the
future. If this is what the hip and trendy
youngsters of the future were choosing
to wear it's no wonder they were being
killed off at the age of thirty - the year
we all enter a permanent decline in
fashion sense.
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AUCE IN SUNDERLAND, AN ENTERTAINMENT BY
BRYAN TALBOT.

BryanTalbot was one or many guests at 1~ LarKa"~r

Comics CorM'nlion. MId f1 A~on Memor"'l Williamson

P~rk.Lanc.l~te<on NoYemoo 17 to 18,2007. www

",nc.lltl!f(omics.com

r",r;nm..playN,~doingalourtoe",eIJentff'VieWs.

~ play with mu,ldor ~1I1~ family n~ring the d",sic IWO

dimen~ion~1 <h.1riKt~r.Check out hnp:llYoww.tinllnlheshow.

(o.ukfor~det"ils.bul~wilibelouringlrouJldthe

UK,fromPlymouthtoBradfordtoWorting.windingupin

t~Plolyt>ou... n",~tre.londonfromD«embe'6,2OO7to

Februolry2J.2008

'Talbot, with his own
storytelling skills, recounts

great tales and draws them
reflecting the period and

styles of the time in a very
pleasurable way:

today will have had to
do. No one will listen
toa story in the pub,
nor remember it if it
is boring. Talbot, with
his own storytelling
skills, recounts great
tales and draws them
reflecting the period
and styles of the time
in avery pleasurable
way.

Shockingly this
book. which took
years to bring to
fruition,delightfully
involving the likes of
authorChazBrenchley'-"'=-====.I
and comic artist Leo Baxendale amongst
others as side bar story tellers, failed to gain the
support of the Arts Council,and this in its own
right is an indictment on where art is today. Art
for the sake of it, foisted upon communities,
lacking any context or connection.Then, when
some truly significant piece of art turns up,
a modern day Book of Kells. the authorities
completely fail to recognise it's import or to
treat it appropriately.

If you never read acomic before, then the
three hundred and twenty pages of this book
will not only get your synapses firing, but also
will be avisual delicacy for the eyes and a
wonderful place to start enjoying the beauty
of sequential story telling.

of the history of the area throughout time.As
Talbot encounters crossroads with Dodgson,
he brings them to light, subtly drawing quite
a convincing case and offering the reader the
opportunity to contemplate one's own insight
into what he lays out as circumstantial and
factual evidence.

The artwork is uniformly stunning,containing
an incredible amount of accuracy.This is no
hackneyed photoshop job,Talbot has applied
every bit of sequential skill possible to the
story, and utilises photography, comic artwork.
reproduction of imagery and what can only be
considered photo manipulation to produce a
real collage of artistic presentation.This vivid
and refreshing visualisation does the tale we
aretoldlruejustice.

I would not be surprised if the founding
fathers and leading lights of other cities,with
not dissimilar low reputations in the eyes of
the masses,are not queuing up to offer Mr.
Talbot residency, financial support and some
sort of cullural Christie-an puzzle to put
together a similar work that shows the true
heart, history and nature of their cities in an

honest and thoughtful way.
I must admit, I only truly know

Sunderland because of the Irish
connection with their Football
team, but this comic induces a
strange yearning to personally see
and appredate the cultural and
historical beauty that the town and
surrounding areas have to offer.
This and the urge to reread Alice is
proof indeed that the comic had a
certain effect on this reader.

Lacking the stodginess thaI
one might asso<:iate with a work
produced for'culture's sake;Talbot
seems to have emulated some
of the ideas and attitudes that
culturally Sunderland seems to
embody, offering adamn good
read. There is no slack in the pace
of the story, which is frequently
peppered with moments of dry
humour and continually investiges
the connection between Alice and
Sunderland.

The story tells lhe tales of
Sunderland, most of which are well
known in the area, and of course
have su rvived the ravages of
boredom and time, as any mythical
or historical tale that still exists

O::tS:~::::~t~O~:~S~U:i:I~~~h~~~t:eel
differently from the enjoyable popcorn cultural
ephemeral entertainment usually on offer and

capture something unique
Great works are not always immediately

apparent, but Bryan Talbot, author and artist
of the comic classic The Adventures ofLurher
Arkwright, is well known for his depth of
storytelling and intricate and detailed artwork.

Talbot reinterprets the history surrounding
the life and times of Charles LUlwidge
Dodgson, known more commonly to us as
the writer of Alice in Wonderland, lewis Carroll.

Basing this aspect of the work of Michael Bute's
bookA Town Uke Alice, which investigates and
offers evidence and opinion on the activities of
Dodgson and his connections with the city of
Sunderland.

Tatbot takes the reader on a historical journey,
playing the part of narrator in a number of
guises, starting at the Empire Theatre and then
meandering gently from there, taking an in
depth look at what Sunderland has offered,
the current state of the city and adetailed look

,.
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used to keep flat
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The next step
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Turn Up The Heat.,.------T1le Georgia Tech Research Institute has
I annoonced a new technokJgy that will

dramatically raise the efficiency of solar
electricity generation. It is the 3D solar cell.
Made up of microscopic 'towers' created
from millions of carbon nano-tubes, where
the current cells reflect much of the light
striking them the 3D photovoltak cells tower
structure traps more light.

The prime aim is to use them on satellite
sobr panels to reduce their siZe and mass
- critical for space applications.lt will also
remove the need for pointing mechanisms

MRSA Leap
Achemical produced by bullfrogs may help in the fight against

MRSA..The hard to kIll bacterium is responsible for the deaths of
2,000 people a year in the UK.

The substance, Ranalexin. is producl!d by the Rana frog and when

combined with another antimicrobial, lysostaphin, has a 'potent and significant' inhibitory effe<:t.
Or Coote, of St Andrews University's Centre for Biomolecular SCience (CBMS), said,·Our finding

represents a potentially novel way to combat MRSA via surface treatment or impregnation of
wound dressings."

Combining antibiotics is a common way of targeting a wide spectrum of organisms and
prevents the emergence of resistant strains. It also decreases toxicity to the patient because
lower doses of each ingredient are used.

Ranalexin is an antimicrobial peptide.These type of chemicals are produced by all creatures as
a defence against disease-causing pathogens.

Or Coote said,rrhe development of new routes to target MRS" that do not result in the
acquisition of resistance would greatly improve the ability of clinicians to tackle tht>se infections
more effectively and cheaply."

Light: Particle, Wave...Solid?
1::~~~=~:s:~~~~gaU~;ve ~~~~ac;::~~=r~~t;r:.:e~:s.pha'
Now they're suggesting it can behave like a tranSI 'in photons so that they do interact
solid. with each other and thus can be controlled

A new theory of light has been proposed like electrons.
by Dr Andrew Greentree,Jared Cole and ·Usually, photons flow freely, but in the right
Professor Uoyd Hollenbefg of the UniverSity circumstances, they repel each other,and
of Melbourne with Or Charles Tahan of the form a crystal."
University of Cambridge They descnbe It as a phase transition

"Solid light photons~ each othel" as because it is analogous to water solidifying
electroos do.This means we can control IOtO lCe.and see this effect linking two
photons. opening the dOOf to new kinds of very dIfferent areas of physics:optics and
faster computers: says Or Greentree condensed matter

Photons of light do not normally in[erac_t SOU_"'_,U_"_i"'_"...:/'Y_o_1M_'_'''''''_m-J'



A new column where Matrix co-editor,

Del Lakin-Smith, lays media technology bare

DIGITAL RIGHTS AND WRONGS

iTunes store, and to purchase single tracks for
less than $l.lt was a stroke of brilliance on
Apple's behalf;with iTunes, they had in effect
brought what was primarily a nerds' game of
ripping CDs and downloading media to the
masses.

But Apple's new technology has turned out
to be a case of'be careful what you wish for:
The major record labels agreed to sell their
tracks through iTunes as a new - read,small
revenue stream. little did they imagine that
this would sound the death knell of the CD.

So, digital music is here to stay. But at what
price? Surely what consumers really want is
the freedom to choose and the freedom to
use, not DRM or being tied in to one provider,
just music when we want it and played on
what device we want to play it on,

This same issue is raising its head in the
digital movie and book industries,and
while the use ofDRM technology in these
environments is much more in its infancy,
they would be wise to sit up and take stock
of the lessons learnt in the electronic trading
of music.

So where are we heading? A Star Trek utopia
or Demolition Man corporate slavery? Only
time will tell. But one thing is for sure - the
corporates will stick to DRM like a terrier with
a rag, and the movement of people refusing
to accept the restrictive DRM will increase.
Place your bets, people, and let battle
commence.

your PC, leaving a backdoor open to hackers
in the process. Strangely enough, Sony's
stealth program was soon withdrawn but the
damage had already been done.

This was in 2005, Around the same time,
several altempts were made to incorporate
DRM onto CDs; this was badly exe<:uted and

ended up preventing many buyers from
playing CDs on their PC's and sometimes
even crashing them. In Januaryof 2007,EMI
became the lasl major record label to stop
selling CDs with DRM,declaring that the cost
of DRM outweighed the benefits.

The MP3 music market has faced a similar
dilemma.2oo1 saw the emergence of a young
upstart company called Apple and their too
cool-for-school gizmo, the iPod. At last we, the
consumers, had the freedom we so craved,
freedom to carry around our entire music

collection on one small device, to download
whatever our ears desired courtesy of a
galactic integrated shopping mall known as

I~h:~~;~f~:~:uf;:;i~~~D~~:~~i ~~~~
along, providing the big media producers
with a method of squeezing a few more
pence of profit from their products.

For those unfamiliar with the term, DRM
stands for Digital Rights Management, or
'Digital Restriction Management' by the free
Software Foundation. It provides a method
of locking a piece of media, be that a song,
movie, e-book or document, to a device like
an iPod, e-book reader or Pc. The motivation
behind DRM is to prevent the copying and
distribution of any piece of electronic media,
therefore protecting the copyright of the
owner - or, more to the point, ensuring that
profits are protected for the distributor. DRM
is actually an umbrella term which can apply
to any piece of digital media. It can be open
or restrictive - the latter be<:ause it is used to
control access to and distribution of either
sensitive or copyrighted material.

DRM, right or wrong? It's one of the great
debates of 21st century media consumerism.
There are arguments for both sides of the
digimedia coin.To my mind, a better question
is whether DRM prevents fair usage (US term)
Of fair dealing (UK term) of the media I buy
and own.

To get an idea of how DRM affects us,
the home user, we need to understand the
technology's legacy. From its infancy, DRM's
journey into the mainstream was rocky,
thanks in the main to Sony BMG who were
the first to try to trash a home PC by installing
a stealth DRM program that snuck onto

'DRM, right or
wrong? It's one of
the great debates of
21 st century media
consumerism.'
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COM1NG FEBRUJ=lR1,I 2008

The Dragan's Nine Sans marks the start

of the epic Celestial Empire sequence,

one of the most original and exciting

series in modern science fiction.

It is the age of the Celestial Empire. and the epic civilisations of

Imperial China and Me)(icil have taken their andent Wilf inlO

space. A disgraced Chinese neIVal captain and a comm,mdo

who knows secrets he should never have learned, are picked

to lead iI suicide mission. They must pilot a salvaged MeICiciI

spacl!(filft to Xolotl, the asterOid stronghold of their enemies,

armed with enough explosive to reduce the Mexiea base to

dust. But when they <lrrivl! to Ilnd dozens of Chinese prisoners

destined to be used as human sacrifices, their suicide mission

suddenly !Urns into a rescue operation.

DDN'T WAlT lJNTl1. FEBRlJAR.....
EXPER1ENCE THE CELEST1.qL EMP1RE NOW FOR FREE!

Three Unbroken is the next epic novel in the Celestial Empire sequence and details the
explosive war between the Chinese and Aztec empires as they battle for control

of the red planet. Fire Star. The entirety ofThree Unbroken will be published
on the Salaris website for free, at a rate of two chapters per week.

<::f Visit WWW.SOLARISBOOKS.COM to get reading now
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